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Piano

Red tail, Red tail, soaring in the sky
You can see farther than I can see.
Red tail, Red tail, soaring in the sky

For Perusal Only
It seems to make you much wiser than sky

I can be.

You sail on the heat and ride your time on the waves of the wind.
seek to find the places where you have been.

Red tail, Red tail, soaring in the sky

Red tail, Red tail, soaring in the sky

You can see farther than I can

You can see far...
see Red tail, Red tail, ther Red tail, Red tail,

soaring in the sky It seems to soaring in the sky It seems to

make you much wiser than I can be make you much wiser than I can be.
Your rhythm, it rides you.
No need to ask what's right of what's wrong.
No rules to guide or shape the way of your song.
Red tail, Red tail, soaring in the sky

You can see farther than I can see.

I'd like to
91 cresc. poco a poco

I'd like to be, I'd like to see,

95

fly like you Then I'd be wis-
er

I'd like to fly Then I'd be wis-
er too.

too.

Red.